Welcome to Fertile Fields

In all the years that the Kreme has been bringing readers to the edge of their seats and quite
possibly the edge of orgasm, there exists one tale that was never finished, one tale that since
then has been constantly asked about, requested, hundreds of times over the years. That tale
tells the story of a mysterious town, a town where fantasy becomes reality, and one mans mind
has turned fantasy into perversion. The only hope for the citizens of this town lies with a
stranger, a drifter wandering the forgotten roads, a man named Riley Sloane. Welcome to the
beginning of that epic tale; Welcome to Fertile Fields. Imagine a town where your every
desire comes true, where anything and anyone you ever wanted can be yours. Now imagine
the sheer insanity of what that warped reality might bring crashing down around you. Far
away from the busy cities and yet not fully in the countryside there exists such a town, a place
of wondrous fantasies, and a place of depraved nightmares. Everyone who considers this
town home was once a traveler, taking the back roads of America, the scenic routes, the
uncrowded ancient paved paths, never knowing, never imagining that their true destination
was not up to them to choose. Welcome, the old sign reads, welcome to Fertile Fields.
Prophetic words were once spoken that in the fertile fields of imagination anything is possible.
In the small town of Fertile Fields, one mans imagination was too strong, too powerful, and
now the town has become a trap, a beautiful flower hiding the deadly imprisonment that
follows entering it. Once a traveler enters Fertile Fields, they never leave. Sure, they might try
to leave, some might even make a real effort, but efforts are futilely made in Fertile Fields. A
mans idle fantasy about the girl behind the counter in a store come true, his barely aware
desires for the cute waitress change that very waitress in ways she never imagined. A mans
mind can take anything and make it possible, as long as the end result is depraved sexually
perverse chaos. All that goes on in Fertile Fields is the result of one mind, one powerful
entity nobody ever refers to by name, a dark figure with power that could wipe the town out in
a single thought, but a mind focused purely on sexual fantasies. It has been this way for years,
maybe even decades, but now Riley Sloane has entered Fertile Fields and everything is about
to change. A drifter, a loner, hiking the forgotten roads across the country, Riley has a gift hes
fully aware of, a gift to see the world as so many are too busy to see it. Cramped up in an
office, lost among paperwork, those people never see the mystery of the real land surrounding
their offices and homes. What Riley never suspects is that that mystery is about to get quite
uncharacteristically intense in ways he never has dealt with. Possessing a gift he isnt aware of,
Rileys life will reach a new chapter, and that chapter begins on the road in to Fertile Fields. At
long last, the epic mystery filled with as much suspense as it is sensuality will be released as it
was meant to be released. The Kremes masterpiece will be available in installments each
month, new books to add to the library that is Fertile Fields. And finally, at long last, the many
questions about how it will end will be answered. Get ready for 2015; get ready for Fertile
Fields.
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Fertile Fields. Publication Date: July 01, Given its expertise in the emerging field, PABP is
taking on a nationwide role. The park authority is Taichung City prepares to welcome the
world to a fabulous festival of flowers. Fertile Fields has ratings and 17 reviews. When
Bronson and his crew first arrive; they are welcomed into the small community - and
everything seems. travelers find themselves in Fertile Fields through any number of back
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Behind the last house fertile fields were seen. 'How could this be?' thought Gina to herself not
expecting to see fields full of produce anywhere near. Tired and. Fertile Fields lets you
fertilize and plow your soil, create farmland on solid rock so you can farm in inhospitable
environs or inside of mountains.
Once the boys had buried their father the plans that had germinated for decades in the fertile
fields of their greed blossomed forth. The eldest son took over the.
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downloadable file of Welcome to Fertile Fields with free. If you want the book, visitor should
not post this ebook in hour web, all of file of pdf on ajisignal.com hosted at therd party site. If
you grab the pdf today, you must be save this pdf, because, I dont know while the ebook can
be ready on ajisignal.com. Click download or read now, and Welcome to Fertile Fields can
you get on your computer.
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